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7 am
I began my day by getting out 
of bed (of course). Cotton is 
one of the most water 
intensive crops, which is why 
bedding materials use vast 
amounts of water in 
production. One cotton bed 
sheet has a water footprint of 
2,108 gallons. Water is needed 
in order to provide irrigation 
and proper conditions for 
cotton farming, and is 
sometimes extracted from 
limited groundwater sources 
using electric pumps. 

  

Solution
Only purchase sustainably 
made bedding material 
(research company and 
materials used) and re-use what 
has already been produced 
(hand me downs) to avoid more 
water usage. 



  

8 am
For breakfast I had oatmeal and 
coffee. 1 kg of oats, 1 kg of 
strawberries, and 1 kg of 
blueberries uses 2416, 347, and 
845 gallons of water, respectively. 

The latte used about 200 liters of 
water (49.4 for the milk, 142.8 for 
the coffee beans, sugar 7.6, and 
more for the production of the 
cup). The water usage stems from 
agricultural practices, as well as 
transportation and production 
costs. 

  

Solution
Look for sustainably sourced coffee 
brands that aim to reduce water 
consumption, or just switch to 
drinking tea which uses less water (34 
liters). Consume more locally 
produced foods to cut down on 
transportation waste and eat less 
processed foods that require less 
packaging. 



  

8:30 am
The plain cotton t-shirt I wore 
today took 2,700 liters to produce. 
Fashion production is one of the 
largest culprits for water pollution 
and usage. Toxic chemicals from 
clothing manufacturers are often 
washed into waterways of 
developing countries, polluting 
water sources and destroying 
ecosystems. It is estimated that 
20% of industrial water pollution 
comes from treatment and dyeing 
of textiles. 

https://goodonyou.eco/fashion-and-water-the-thirsty-industry/   

Solution
Cut back on clothing purchases 
and only buy from sustainable 
sources + clothes that are made 
to last. Thrift stores are also an 
alternative. 



  

9 am
Next I went to class, where many sources of 
technology were used. I couldn’t find any 
info on the water footprint of the projector 
used for this lecture, but one source states 
that the water required to create a laptop 
computer could wash nearly 70 loads of 
laundry in a standard machine. The water 
comes from the extraction process of the 
metals that make up the computer, as well 
as the plastics that are derived from oil that 
was drilled out of the ground and 
transported. Packaging and transportation 
fuels are also a factor. 

The spiral notebook I used to take notes 
used well over 300 gallons to make (3 
gallons per sheet of paper). 

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/freshwater/water-conservati
on-tips/

  

Solution
Be mindful of electricity usage 
and limit purchases of 
electronics (only buy what you 
need and make it last). Recycle 
materials used to take notes. 



  

Changes I will make
I aim to reduce my water footprint by driving less and 
walking/carpooling more, limiting water usage 
throughout the day (shower, sink, washing machine, etc), 
limiting electricity usage, opting for locally produced 
foods more frequently, and buying sustainably sources 
products. I wish I could improve the conditions of my 
home, but I live on a college campus so I have no control 
over the efficiency of the appliances andI also do not 
have a dishwasher. 


